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The T15 VH family in the inbred mouse encodes the majority of Ig heavy chain
variable regions involved in the response to the haptenic determinant, phosphoryl-
choline (PC)' (1). Anti-PC antibodies also are elicited upon challenge with, and are
protective against, the microbial pathogen Streptococcuspneumoniae (2) . In most strains
of inbred mice the T15 family consists of four genes that have been designated V1,
VII, V13, and V3 . The V1, V11, and V13 genes appear to be functional at the nucleotide
level as they have the characteristic features of expressed genes (3, 4) ; while V3 is
most likely a pseudogene (5). Sequence data (6-10) have demonstrated that it is pri-
marily the V1 gene that is involved in the immune response to PC. An exception
has been noted in a PC-binding CBA/J-derived hybridoma, 6G6 (11), in which the
VH sequence was found to share regions of identity with the V11, V13, and V1 genes
of BALB/c (3) . It was suggested that gene conversion among members of the T15
family was a likely explanation for the derivation of the 6G6 sequence . To unambig-
uously define the contributions of individual members of the family to the 6G6 se-
quence and to examine aspects of V� evolution, we have characterized the germ-
line T15 genes from CBA/J. In the present study we describe the isolation and sequence
analysis ofthis family and suggest its likely involvement in multiple gene correction
events occurring during the short evolutionary period representing the derivation
of inbred strains .
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Materials and Methods
V� Probe .

	

AcDNA clone encoding the T15 (Vl) heavy chain (3) was generously provided
by Dr. S. Crews, Division of Biology, California Institute ofTechnology, Pasadena, CA. For
Southern blots and library screening a Pst I fragment containing relevant V� sequence was
isolated and labeled with [32p]dCTP through random priming (12) .

Genomic DNA Preparation and Southern Blots.

	

CBA/J liver DNA was isolated as described
by Maniatis et al . (13) . Genomic Southern blots (14) were prepared and probed with the ra-
diolabeled T15 V� fragment . Hybridizations were performed at 65°C in 6X SSC buffer with
washes in 0.1X SSC and 0.2% SDS at 65°C .

This work was supported by National Institutes of Health grant GM-36344 to B . A . Osborne. Address
correspondence to B . A . Osborne, Dept . ofVeterinary and Animal Sciences, University ofMassachusetts,
Amherst, MA 01003 .

1 Abbreviation used in this paper: PC, phosphorylcholine .
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Phage Genomic Libraries.

	

A restricted CBA/J library was prepared by digesting liver DNA
with Eco RI, followed by isolation of the 2-10-kb fragments on sucrose gradients and ligation
into XgtWES Eco RI arms. The 6.5-, 3 .3-, and 3.0-kb fragments containing the V1, V3, and
V11 genes, respectively, were isolated from a total of 12 positive clones from this library. Isola-
tion ofthe 4.5-kb fragment containing the V13 gene was accomplished by digesting liver DNA
with Eco RI, followed by agarose gel electrophoresis and electroelution ofDNA corresponding
to fragments 4.0-5.5 kb in size . These fragments were ligated into Eco RI arms of Xgt10
(Stratagene, LaJolla, CA) and packaged using commercial packaging extracts (Stratagene) .

Library Screening

	

Phage were plated and plaque-lifts were taken using nylon filters (Hy-
bond-N, Amersham Corp., Arlington Heights, IL) . Filters were denatured, neutralized (15),
and irradiated on a UVtransilluminator. Hybridizations were performed at 37'C in 50o7o
formamide buffer (13) in the presence of radiolabeled T15 probe . Filters were washed in 0.1X
SSC/0.2 % SDS at 651C and autoradiographed for 24 h . Positive clones were plaque purified
and used for subsequent subcloning into M13 .
M13 Subcloning.

	

DNA from positive phage clones was isolated, digested with Eco RI, and
electrophoresed through a 0.8 17o agarose gel for electroelution of the cloned inserts. Inserts
were digested with Sau 3a and ligated into Bam HI-digested M13 .

Dideoxy Sequencing.

	

Sequencing of M13 phage clones containing Sau 3A inserts was per-
formed using the dideoxy-method of Sanger et al . (16) . Synthetic oligonucleotides were de-
signed to prime at sequences immediately 5' to codon 1 and 3' to codon 101 . These oligonucle-
otides were used to determine the DNA sequence of all four ofthe CBA/J T15 genes in both
orientations . Sequencing of the 5' region of the CBA/J VI gene was performed using the
M13 universal primer.

Results
Southern Blot Analysis.

	

Hybridization of genomic DNA from CBA/J mice with
the T15 V� probe under conditions of high stringency resulted in the identification
of four major bands, as has been previously found in BALB/c and C57BL/10 (Fig .
1) (3, 4) . Thus, the T15 family has not undergone expansion or contraction in the
CBA/J strain . Phage clones containing the four major bands from CBA/J were iso-
lated and characterized in the present study.

Sequence Analysis.

	

Phage clones containing the four CBA/J T15 genes were sub-
cloned into M13 vectors and sequences were determined as described in Materials
and Methods. The aligned sequences of the four CBA/J coding regions as well as
the previously reported 6G6 hybridoma are presented in Fig . 2 . The 6G6 sequence
differs from CBA/J V11 at one nucleotide position, establishing that 6G6 is encoded
by this germline gene .
When the CBA/J T15 genes are compared with their BALB/c and C57BL/10 homo-

logues (Fig. 3), three categories of substitution are found. First, there are single sub-
stitutions found uniquely in any one gene which are presumed to result from point
mutations occurring after the separation of strains . 19 substitutions (circled in Fig .
3) are found that fall into this category and are exemplified by the A nucleotide in
codon 23 of the BALB/c V13 gene . Secondly, there are a series of positions (marked
by shading) in which a substitution is shared by two alleles but is not found in other
family members . These substitutions most likely result from simple point mutations
that occurred before the divergence of the two involved strains or alternatively could
arise from parallel evolution . 15 positions are found corresponding to this category
and are represented by the A nucleotide in codon 5 of the V13 gene in BALB/c and
CBA/J. Of these 15 positions, 12 are shared substitutions between CBA/J and
C57BL/10 . This result is in agreement with known relationships of the origins of
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FIGURE 1 . T15 V � genes in inbred mouse
strains . High molecular weight DNA from
BALB/c, C57BL/6, and CBA/J was digested
with Eco RI, electrophoresed on an agarose
gel, blotted, and hybridized with the T15 V �
probe. Molecular weights of the four homol-
ogous genes in each species are shown .

inbred strains (17) andpresumably reflects point mutations in a common progenitor
of CBA/J and C57BL/10. Two shared substitutions are found between CBA/J and
BALB/c (codons 5 and 16) and one between C57BL/10 and BALB/c (codon 87).
These substitutions are not explained by known strain derivation and mayhave arisen
by parallel evolution which has been shown to occur frequently in CK genes (18) .
Thirdly, there are differences that occur between allelic forms of a given gene in
which the substituted nucleotide is found at the identical position in other T15 family
members from the same strain . These (enclosed in boxes) presumably result from
a gene correction event such as gene conversion and are enumerated in Table I. An
example is codon 45 ofthe VI gene whereCTG is found in BALB/c and C57BL/10,
while CCT occurs in CBA/J. The CBA/J V13 gene also has the sequence CCTat
this position and thus is a potential donoroftheCT substitution found in theCBA/J
V1 gene. A similar pattern of substitution, in which appropriate donor sequences
are found in other family members of the same strain, occurs at two positions in
VI and V13, four positions in V3, and five in V11.
There are a number of instances where putative gene corrections may be inter-
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FIGURE 2. Nucleotide se-
quences of the CBA/J T15
genes. The nucleotide sequence
of the four CBA/J germline
genes are compared with that of
the rearranged 6G6 gene . A
hypothetical pathway for gene
correction events involving the
CBA/J V11 gene is shaded .
Asterisks indicate an alternative
pathway if correction occurred
in the BALB/c V11 gene rather
than the CBA/J V11 gene (see
text) .

preted to have occurred at either or both of two points in time (Table 1) . For ex-
ample, at codon 24 the BALB/c V11 has an ACT while CBA/J and C57BL/10 have
GCT While the A nucleotide in the BALB/c codon may have originated from a
correction event involving the BALB/c VI gene, it is also possible that such a correc-
tion occurred between the V11 and the V13 genes in the CBA/J-C57BL/10 progen-
itor. Analogous situations are found at codons 6, 26, 32, 58, 86, and 87 and are
marked by an asterisk in Table 1. Alternatively, as in the case ofthe second category
of substitutions described above, such sequences shared by CBA/J and C57BL/10
may result from point mutations in a common ancestor rather than by correction .

V3 Gene.

	

TheBALB/c V3 gene has been designated apseudogene due to anumber
of structural defects, includinga stop signal (TAG) at codon 47 and a 4-bp insertion
at position 90 (5). These two anomalies presumably prevent the transcription of a
full-length V region . Furthermore, the BALB/c V3 gene has a 7-bp deletion in the
23-bp spacer between the heptamer-nonamer splice recognition sites. Although it
has been shown that the sequence of this 23-bp spacer region is not rigidly con-
served, an absolute requirement for proper length has been demonstrated . Perlmutter
et al . (4) have reported that the C57BL/10 V3 gene lacks the coding region defects
found in BALB/c but retains the deletion in the 23-bp spacer, suggesting that this
allele is also a pseudogene . We have found that the CBA/J V3 gene similarly has
a 7-bp deletion in the 23-bp spacer, identical to that found in both BALB/c and
C57BL/10 . The CBA/J gene, like its C57BL/10 counterpart, lacks the coding region
defects. Although there is no direct evidence to suggest that either the CBA/J or
the C57BL/10 V3 alleles are pseudogenes, it is reasonable to presume they are non-
functional due to the deletion in the 23-bp spacer.
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TABLE I

Potential Sites of Gene Corrections

Arrows indicate the sites of gene correction .
' Indicates a position where gene correction may have occurred in either BALB/c or the CBA/J-C57BL pro-
genitor. Alternatively, in the case ofCBA/J-C57BL, the substitution pattern could be explained by a point
mutation in the common progenitor rather than a correction event .

V1 Codon 45 Codon 86 V13 Codon 6` Codon 58'
y 1

BALB V1 CTG AAT BALB V13 GAG TAT
V11 --T --C V3 --- --C
V13 -CT --C Vl --A ---
V3 --T --C V11 --- --C

11 1 y 1
CBA V1 -CT --C CBA V13 --A --C

V11 --T --- V3 --A -TC
V13 -CT --C V1 --A ---
V3 --T --- V11 --- -C

C57 V1 --- --- C57 V13 --A --C
VI1 --T --- V3 --- --C
V13 -CT --C V1 --A ---
V3 --T --C Vll --- -C

Vll Codon 24' Codon 26' Codon 49 Codon 50 Codon 86-87'
1 1 l l

BALB V11 ACT GGG GGT TTT AAC ACC
V13 G-- --A -C- --G --- ---
V3 T-- --- -C- --G --- --A
V1 --- --- -C- GCA --T G--

1 1 1 1 1 1
CBA V11 G-- --A -C- --G --T G--

V13 G-- --A -C- --G --- ---
V3 --- --- A-- --- --T G--
V1 --- --- -C- GCA --- G--

C57 V11 G-- --A --- --- --TG--
V13 G-- --A -C- --G --- ---
V3 __- _-- -_A
V1 --- --- -C- GCA --TG--

V3 Codon 6` Codon 32` Codon 50 Codon 86-87
d 1 1 1 1

BALB V3 GAG TAC TTG AAC ACA
V1 --A -T- GCA --T G-C
V11 __- --_ -_T -__ -- C
V13 -__ -__ ___ __C

1 1 1 1
CBA V3 --A -T- --T --T G-C

V1 --A -T- GCA --- G-C
V11 --- --- --G --T G-C
V13 --A --- --G --- --C

C57 V3 --- -T- --T --- ---
V1 --A -T- GCA --T G-C
Vil --- --- --T --T G-C
V13 __A ___ _-_ ___ __C
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FIGURE 4.

	

Comparison of 5' se-
quences ofVl genes . Boxed regions
encode the leader sequence exons
and the hatched region denotes the
first codon of the Vl coding region.
Shaded areas indicate GTdinucleo-
tide repeats .

V15' Sequences.

	

Thesequencejust upstream ofthe CBA/J VI gene including un-
translated region as well as the leader sequence has been determined and compared
with the 5' regions of the C57BL/10 and BALB/c V1 genes (Fig. 4) . Theintron within
the leader sequence contains a long GTdinucleotide repeat that is found in all three
strains, although the length of this repeat is variable. The potential relevance ofthis
repeat is addressed in the Discussion .

Discussion

Previous studies by Clarke et al . (11, 19) have described a CBA/J VH sequence
(6G6) that appeared to be hybrid in nature, containing sequence elements found
in several genes of the T15 family. It was proposed that the 6G6 sequence arose by
gene conversion involving different members of this V� family. Gene conversion,
the process by which one nucleotide sequence is "corrected" by a homologous, but
nonidentical, sequence by excision and repair without the exchange of genetic mate-
rial, has been precisely defined at both the mitotic and meiotic levels in fungi and
yeast where individual products of meiosis may be examined (20-23) . Although a
similar analysis of meiotic products is not possible in higher eukaryotic cells, this
process has been implicated in the evolution of mammalian multigene families such
as the globins (24), Ig y chains (25), human VK light chains (26, 27), mouse V�
segments (28), TCR constant regions (29), and genes of the MHC (30) . While it
is likely that this process is similar in fungi and mammals, the inability to analyze
the phenomenon at the same level in more highly evolved cells remains. Therefore
we have chosen to refer to our observations in the T15 V� gene family as gene cor-
rection rather than use the term gene conversion precisely defined only in yeast and
fungi.

In the case of 6G6, the V� sequence suggested to arise by gene conversion was
derived from a CBA/J hybridoma and thus was the product of a rearranged gene .
Therefore it could not be determined whether the putative conversion occurred during
somatic diversification or in the CBA/J germline . To both understand the mecha-
nisms contributing to the evolution of multigene families and, more specifically, to
document the 6G6 gene conversion, sequences of the CBA/J T15 VH germline genes
were determined .
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From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the 6G6 sequence is, with the exception ofa single
nucleotide, exactly encoded by the CBA/J VII gene . This gene has regions ofnucleotide
sequence that are more homologous to CBA/J V13and V3 genes than to corresponding
regions in the BALB/c VII gene . The CBA/J V11 gene is, in fact, a variation of
the BALB/c allele that may be generated by incorporating sequences from other
members of the CBA/J T15 VH family. Thus, these results support the proposition
of Clarke et al . (11, 19) that 6G6 arose by gene correction and further demonstrate
that the correction occurred in the CBA/J germline. Other examples of putative
gene corrections were found to occur in the CBA/J V1, V3 and V13 germline genes
(Table 1), which suggests that gene correction may be afrequent event in the evolu-
tion of this multigene family as, in these instances, corrections have occurred subse-
quent to the separation of BALB/c and CBA/J. These results do not, in any way,
preclude the possibility that, in other instances, gene correction may occur at the
somatic level.
An alternative explanation for the derivation of such sequences would be homolo-

gous recombination. In the case of the CBA/J VII gene, five crossovers within 300
by would have had to occur to give rise to the observed V11 sequence . Furthermore,
unequal crossing over is unlikely to be involved in the diversification oftheT15 family
as the number offamily members remains constant in all three strains (Fig. 1) . There-
fore, we favor the interpretation that these sequences have been generatedby a gene
correction mechanism such as gene conversion . The identification of appropriate
donor sequences in other family members provides a source of DNA necessary for
the origin of the proposed converted sequences.

In addition to gene corrections, two other categories ofsubstitutions were observed
in the analysis of CBA/J T15 V� families (Fig . 3) . The first category was simple
single base substitutions presumed to be the result ofpoint mutation . It is interesting
to note that 9 of these 19 substitutions are found in the CBA/J V3 gene which, similar
to its counterparts in BALB/c and C57BL/10, appears to be a pseudogene based
on a 7-bp deletion in the 23-bp spacer between the heptamer/nonamer sequences
immediately 3' to the Vgene . It might be expected that apseudogene would contain
more point mutations than other potentially functional members ofamultigene family,
as there would be no selective pressures acting on this sequence. The fact that the
majority of such mutations are observed in the pseudogene supports such a conclu-
sion . The second category of substitutions involved a unique nucleotide shared by
two alleles but not found in any other family member. Such substitutions are most
common to C57BL/10 and CBA/J, as mightbe expected from their proposed origins
(17) . The simplest interpretation ofevents giving rise to this category is that a common
progenitor of C57BL/10 and CBA/J either acquired amutation or underwent agene
correction event giving rise to the shared nucleotide found at the particular position
in these two strains. In the three cases where CBA/J and BALB/c or C57BL/10 and
BALB/c share nucleotides, parallel evolution would appear to be the most likely ex-
planation.
As part of the analysis of the CBA/J T15 family, sequences immediately 5' of the

VI gene also were determined . Previously published data for this region in BALB/c
and C57BL/10 have revealed along GTdinucleotide repeat constituting alarge por-
tion of the leader peptide intron . This repeat has also been detected upstream of
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the CBA/J VI gene (Fig . 4). Although the short sequence CATA appears to inter-
rupt the GT repeat in the BALB/c and C57BL/10 sequences, these nucleotides do
not change the alternating purine and pyrimidine nature ofthe region . Differences
in the lengths and minor sequence variation of this repeat between strains could
be due to slippage mispairing during replication (31) . The GT repeat is found fre-
quently in eukaryotic genomes (32) . While its exact function(s) are not clear, some
lines of evidence suggest that it may have enhancer activity (33) . Furthermore, pu-
rine/pyrimidine dinucleotide repeats are believed to have left-handed, Z-DNAforming
potential (34) . It is tempting to speculate that a sequence with this alternative con-
formational capability may exert some effect on the expression, rearrangement, or
evolution of the T15 VI gene, particularly since, in this case, the unusual sequence
lies quite close to the VI coding region . These possibilities are currently under inves-
tigation .
The above studies demonstrate that gene correction may contribute, in conjunc-

tion with the other described mechanisms, to the generation ofdiversity in the anti-
body repertoire . The potential biological effects of such a process are several. First,
new alleles may be generated by the inclusion of sequence segments from different
family members. These sequences can be donated either by functional or pseudogenes
providing, in the latter case, a means for rescuing useful sequence information from
genes whichhave incurred crippling mutations or, alternatively, for correcting dele-
terious mutations by replacement with nondefective sequences. Secondly, intrafamily
homology can be maintained by the effective homogenization resulting from such
a process. Thirdly, substitutions can be spread to other family members without
the necessity of the same rare event occurring multiple times. In the future it will
be important to determine if, andhow frequently, gene correction mayoccur somat-
ically to further amplify diversity within an individual. It is reasonable to expect
that such aprocess might contribute further Ig diversity during somatic amplification
of a particular B cell clone since chicken Ig X light chains have been shown to use
a single functional variable region gene that undergoes multiple correction events
with many pseudogenes to diversify its light chain repertoire (35, 36).

Summary
Nucleotide sequences of the four genes composing the T15 heavy chain variable

region (V �) family of the CBA/J mouse have been determined. Comparison of these
sequences with their published BALB/c andC57BL/10 homologues reveals that nucleo-
tide differences found between given alleles of two strains, i.e ., CBA/J and BALB/c,
are observed in other family members of the same strain . We suggest that these pat-
terns of sequence variation are most readily explained by gene interaction (conver-
sion). Additionally, the sequence of a CBA/J hybridoma, 6G6, proposed to have
been generated by gene conversion, is directly encoded by theCBA/J VII gene indi-
cating that the putative conversion has occurred meiotically in the germline . These
results are consistent with the premise that gene correction is occurring frequently
among members ofthis family and that such processes may contribute significantly
to the evolution of Ig variable region genes even in the relatively short time frame
of inbred strain derivation .
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